
Bill Gates Becomes Biggest Owner of Farmland In US, ‘Food Shortages’ For
Humanity Announced

Description

USA: Bill Gates recent land grab has made him America’s biggest farm owner almost overnight. 
With Gates now seizing control of America’s food supply, is it a coincidence that globalist 
institutions like the UN have suddenly started warning about an incoming global food shortage?

 

Some experts say it’s not a coincidence at all.

In total, Gates now owns approximately 242,000 acres of farmland with assets totaling more than
$690m. Land is wealth, land is power, and, more importantly, hundreds of thousands of acres of farm
land provides Gates with the ability to control humanity in ways he has only dreamed about before.

But what if claims of food shortages are a dangerous sham and Gates is misleading humanity in order
to provide cover and usher in a new era of chemical-intensive and industrial-style agriculture?
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https://www.agriculture.com/farm-management/farm-land/bill-gates-is-about-to-change-the-way-amer-ca-farms


Wherever Bill Gates plies his trade, disaster for humanity looms.
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Per PresbyterianMission:

No doubt you’ve seen ads about the need to feed the world. The claim is made that by 2050 we’ll need
to increase food production by 50%. These ads come from agribusiness corporations such as ADM,
Cargill and Bayer-Monsanto, and then they are parroted by the media and academics, despite the fact
that there is no scientific basis for the claim.

What if the urgent ‘feed a growing, hungry world’ is a  red
herring?

These alarming claims are not only flawed, but dangerous, says Jonathan Latham, co-founder and
Executive Director of the Bioscience Resource Project and the Editor of Independent Science News,
along with many other researchers, including Serban Scrieciu, Michael Reilly and Dirk Willenbockel, 
Timothy Wise, Frances Moore Lappé and Joseph Collins.

In Latham’s article, “Agriculture’s Greatest Myth: There Isn’t an Impending Food Crisis” (April 2021), he
provides four reasons why the claims are wrong. And if Latham is right, Bill Gates’s approach to 
agriculture is not only wrong, but damaging to farmers, the environment, and efforts to combat 
climate chaos.

For decades, and despite the opposition from many sides, Gates and his foundation have been
pushing a chemical-intensive, industrial-style agriculture on Africa through the Alliance for a Green
Revolution in Africa (AGRA).

In a recent letter to the Gates Foundation, the interfaith Southern Africa Faith Communities’ 
Environment Institute said:

“We urge the Gates Foundation to stop pushing a green ‘revolution’ that imposes technologies and 
seeds that are controlled by companies with vested interests. Rather, it should be looking at and 
learning from small-scale farmers from around the world who are working to build alternative food 
systems that are socially just and ecologically sustainable.
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https://www.presbyterianmission.org/food-faith/gates_is_wrong/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S092180090600468X?casa_token=aZdlTKbjNR0AAAAA:s9-kDMn1ox8g8hdw5aGG6MHMlXvBBPBbNNi3cami6EdIM3hFibUQOhXIA1B7DoZ_yYje-UWM2g#!
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/pdf/10.1098/rstb.2010.0141
https://sites.tufts.edu/gdae/files/2019/10/13-04Wise_CanWeFeedWorld2050.pdf
https://foodfirst.org/publication/world-hunger-ten-myths/
https://www.earthisland.org/journal/index.php/articles/entry/agricultures-greatest-myth-there-isnt-an-impending-food-crisis/
https://safcei.org
https://safcei.org


”

Yet, Gates and the agribusiness corporations participating in AGRA push forward with their genetically
engineered seeds and chemical farming model, driven by profits and justified by the rationale of
feeding a growing population.

Latham states that the rationale is wrong. He says that global food models both underestimate global 
food supply and overestimate demand, and so they predict a crisis when there isn’t one. In his new,
peer-reviewed paper, The Myth of a Food Crisis, Latham critiques the United Nations’s GAPS model of
estimating food supply and demand – and by extension, he refutes the validity of all similar food
system models.

Latham summarizes the four major flaws:

1) That biofuels are driven by “demand”.

As the paper shows, biofuels are incorporated into GAPS on the demand side of equations. However,
biofuels derive from lobbying efforts. They exist to solve the problem of agricultural oversupply. Since
biofuels contribute little or nothing to sustainability, land used for them is available to feed populations if
needed. This potential availability (e.g. 40 percent of US corn is used for corn ethanol) makes it plainly
wrong for GAPS to treat biofuels as an unavoidable demand on production.

2) That current agricultural production systems are optimized for productivity.

As the paper also shows, agricultural systems are typically not optimized to maximize calories or
nutrients. Usually, they optimize profits (or sometimes subsidies), with very different results. For this
reason, practically all agricultural systems could produce many more nutrients per acre at no ecological
cost if desired.

3) That crop “yield potentials” have been correctly estimated.

Using the example of rice, the paper shows that some farmers, even under sub-optimal conditions,
achieve yields far in excess of those considered possible by GAPS. Thus the yield ceilings assumed by
GAPS are far too low for rice and probably other crops too. Therefore GAPS grossly underestimates
agricultural potential.

4) That annual global food production is approximately equal to global food 
consumption.

As the paper also shows, a significant proportion of annual global production ends up in storage where
it degrades and is disposed of without ever being counted by GAPS. There is thus a very large
accounting hole in GAPS.

The specific ways in which these four assumptions are incorporated into GAPS and other models
produces one of two effects. Each causes GAPS to either underestimate global food supply (now and
in the future), or to overestimate global food demand (now and in the future).
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https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jonathan_Latham2/publication/344943680_The_Myth_of_a_Food_Crisis/links/5f9a04f8458515b7cfa72b97/The-Myth-of-a-Food-Crisis.pdf?origin=publication_detail
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jonathan_Latham2/publication/344943680_The_Myth_of_a_Food_Crisis/links/5f9a04f8458515b7cfa72b97/The-Myth-of-a-Food-Crisis.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/03066150.2014.970534?casa_token=tvGbcfVAuZAAAAAA:xzjhpYScq8r2B_0QpxluWB_Aw1yQJj6htY5JT2G4XrVtus5VnDtqCZkr_X1PvXPTGE1TQJRr5dqo
https://www.agriculture.com/news/business/ethanol-market-is-disturbing-as-hell-to-american-farmers-and-now-there-s-covid-19
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jonathan_Latham2/publication/344943680_The_Myth_of_a_Food_Crisis/links/5f9a04f8458515b7cfa72b97/The-Myth-of-a-Food-Crisis.pdf
https://www.independentsciencenews.org/un-sustainable-farming/how-millions-of-farmers-are-advancing-agriculture-for-themselves/
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jonathan_Latham2/publication/344943680_The_Myth_of_a_Food_Crisis/links/5f9a04f8458515b7cfa72b97/The-Myth-of-a-Food-Crisis.pdf


Some of the above gets technical, but one important bottom-line conclusion is —

1)  The dominant, corporate-driven model of agriculture is based on overproduction, which
produces low agricultural commodity prices to benefit agribusiness corporations, rather than
an agroecological model designed to benefit farmers and eaters with affordable, healthy
food. And the myth of ‘feeding a hungry world’ is fabricated to justify the dominant approach.

Another conclusion is —

2)  There is no global shortage of food – not now nor in the foreseeable future.

Even with population growth and shifting diets, worldwide production can easily surpass increased
demand. In fact, the current and future glut will continue and will likely cause commodity prices to
decline.

One wild card is the way climate disruption may change the field of play. But promoting industrial
agriculture as a way to mitigate or adapt to climate change, when industrialized food systems are 
the leading emitter of carbon dioxide, defies logic.

Instead, agroecology, which sequesters atmospheric carbon into the soil, needs to be promoted and
scaled out to

cool the planet
provide better nutrition
serve farmers needs and
protect biological diversity and the integrity of ecosystems around the world

Alarmism about future shortages, especially given enormous faults in the calculus, should never be
used to rationalize agricultural expansion, especially when our overproductionist model of agriculture is
spurring land grabs, driving ecosystem destruction and climate change, and destroying the livelihoods
of smallholder farmers and the economies of poorer nations dependent on agriculture. False concern
about feeding a hungry world is being used to justify AGRA-style agriculture, featuring heavy pesticide
and fertilizer use and genetic engineering.

Bill Gates is dead wrong and the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA) is a dangerous
sham.

by Baxter Dmitry
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https://www.independentsciencenews.org/environment/the-9-lie-industrial-food-and-climate-change/

